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This picture from the Hubble Space Telescope is of
the galaxy cluster Abell 1689 in the Virgo constellation. The gravity from these galaxies acts as a twomillion light-year wide lens! The galaxies that the
cluster is lensing appear as partial halos around the
periphery of the cluster.

The Universe’s Natural Telescopes
The Observation
Scientists are always searching for unusual and
unexpected phenomena that will cause us to question
our current understanding of the universe and abandon, modify, or re-create theories to fit the new
data. Routine cataloguing and data collecting may
appear mundane to observers, but the sudden discovery of something that does not fit the pattern often
provides the catalyst for arguments, intense study, and
new ideas.
This search was rewarded in 1979 when astronomers
were cataloguing different quasars (the cores of distant galaxies) and happened to find two that were
similar and very close together in the night sky. This
discovery was unusual because quasars aren’t generally found this close (about 6 arc seconds apart). As
they examined the quasars more closely they found
that they were identical, but that they were also in two
distinct locations.
Many theoreticians proposed different explanations
of the “Twin Quasars” , but the theory that best fit the
data was general relativity. General relativity had
been verified many times, through many different
observations, but no one had been able to see this particular phenomenon. Based on general relativity, the
effect that was observed was an example of gravitational lensing.
What is Gravitational Lensing?
To understand gravitational lensing, we should first
take a look at normal optical lensing. Astronomers
have two main types of optical telescopes, reflecting
and refracting. Reflecting telescopes focus the incoming light by reflection off a curved mirror, while refracting telescopes focus the light through a lens. The
world’s largest reflecting telescope is currently under
construction in Chile. The primary mirror for this
observatory is planned to be 138 feet wide. This

The History of Gravitational Lensing
1915: Einstein proposes General Relativity
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A REFRACTING TELESCOPE The light that hits
the lens is focused down to a beam of light that
we can see with our eyes.
width is a huge increase from the current largest telescopes that range from about 33 feet down to 6 feet.
The Hubble Space Telescope has an aperture of
about 8 feet, but because it is outside our atmosphere,
Hubble provides better images than most Earth-bound
telescopes. What do these numbers actually mean
though? How does a big lens or mirror enhance what
we can see as we point the telescope into deep space?
Refracting Telescopes
In a refracting telescope, like the one depicted
above, the light that hits the lens gets focused down to
a size that you can see with your eye. The lens has to
be fashioned into just the right shape, thickness, and
transparency. Almost all of the light that hits the lens
is focused to your eye. The image appears brighter
because there is more surface area collecting the light
than just your eyes alone. By varying the distance
between the lenses, you can change the magnification
of the image. In principle, the bigger the lens, the

the brightness of the object by double or quadruple,
but some can increase the brightness by up to a thousand times. Even a thousand times increase, however,
is not equal to some of the optical telescopes we have
today, but the amount is still significant. Researchers
are searching for these telescopes because they give us
extra information about the distant object, but more
importantly, gravitational telescopes can also tell us
information about the mass that is acting as a lens.
Einstein’s Theory

A GRAVITATIONAL TELESCOPE The light that is
just far enough from the mass is focused down
to a cone of light that we can see from Earth.
brighter the image. Gravitational telescopes have a
similar effect.
Gravitational Telescopes
Gravitational telescopes are similar to refracting
telescopes except that we can’t move any of the components around. These telescopes can have lenses on
the scale of hundreds of thousands to millions of light
years in diameter. They are created when something
with a large mass comes between us and the galaxy
we are looking at. When everything is aligned, the
light from the distant object is bent around the mass
and we see it enhanced in a similar manner to the optical telescope. Most gravitational telescopes increase

Understanding exactly what gravitational lensing is
requires a brief introduction to the theory behind it. In
1915, Einstein proposed that space and time were not
separate. Instead, he said that space and time are different facets of the same thing, and our universe is
made up of this “spacetime”. Masses curve spacetime
around them and this curvature is what we feel as
gravity. The Earth orbits the Sun because it is caught
in the Sun’s gravitational well. We are bound to the
earth in the same way. We even know the speed required to escape the Earth’s gravity well: 11.2 km/s.
Einstein also proposed three key tests of his theory
of general relativity. One of them was that light
would be bent around a star a certain amount due to
gravitational effects. Since gravity used to be considered an effect between two objects with mass, and
since light doesn’t have any mass, this idea of light
being affected by gravity seems to make no sense.
General relativity, however, proposes that masses
warp spacetime and if they do, light would be affected
by gravity wells like everything else.

Eddington’s Test
In 1919, Sir Arthur Eddington and Frank Watson Dyson tested Einstein’s hypothesis by measuring the angle of a
star during a total solar eclipse and comparing it with the known value uninfluenced by the sun. They had three
possible outcomes they thought were possible: no effect from the gravity of the sun, a slight effect corresponding
to manipulation of Newtonian physics, or a greater effect as predicted by Einstein’s theory. Because the angular
change was so slight, precise measurements were difficult to achieve, but the data were definitely in favor of Ein-
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1919: Eddington successfully verifies Einstein’s theory by measuring the amount
starlight bends around the Sun
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Einstein’s proposed tests of General relativity
The Precession of the Perihelion of Mercury

Gravitational Time Dilation

Newtonian physics (physics before Einstein) could
not predict the precession of the perihelion of Mercury. The precession of the perihelion is the gradual
rotation of the elliptical orbit of a planet around the
sun. Over time, the actual orbit slowly revolves
around the sun as shown in the figure below. Scientists were able to observe the rate of change, but we
didn’t have a theory to explain it. Many attempts
were made to accurately explain this observation, but
none were satisfactory. When the precession of the
perihelion was finally predicted using general relativity, the observed rate and the predicted rate lined up
perfectly.

The first test of relativity was the precession of the
perihelion of Mercury. The second test was the bending of starlight. The third test was one that was proposed, but not actually feasible at the time. Einstein
predicted that there would be an effect known as
gravitational time dilation near a massive object. His
theory was that as you get closer to a large mass, time
slows down for you. If you were to set two clocks
exactly the same, and then put one in orbit and leave
one on the earth and then at some later time bring
them back together and compare them, you would find
that the clock that was placed in orbit is ahead of the
other clock.
The problem with this test was that there were no
time pieces accurate enough to detect the change so
the test was impractical. Today, scientists are able to
detect gravitational time dilation at a height as small
as one meter from the surface of the Earth. Also, the
system of satellites responsible for providing accurate
information to our car’s GPS has to take into account
the time dilation effect between the earth and the orbit
they are in, or the whole system would fail.

RED: Newtonian prediction
BLUE: Measured precession
http://koberlein.main.ad.rit.edu/journal/2010/02/the-attraction-of-curves.php

A great way to visualize this theory is to think of a
flat mattress. Imagine a scenario where we put a large
mass somewhere on the bed and roll a ball near but
not directly towards the mass. The path of the ball
will not be a straight line because the shortest time
between two points in this case isn’t a straight line,
but a curved one. The ball will feel what is called a
fictitious force pulling it towards the mass because it
is constrained to move on the surface of the mattress
rather than a straight line.

The path of the ball starts out straight; but, then
when it hits the point where the mattress is bowed
because of the mass, the ball will start to curve towards the mass. If the ball is rolled too close to the
mass, it will just curve in and hit it. If it is rolled too
far away, the ball won’t be affected by the mass. If,
however, the ball is rolled just right, it will curve towards the mass, but then escape and continue on in a
straight line. Light in the presence of a gravity well
will do the same thing because it is constrained to
move in spacetime (like everything in the universe).

The History of Gravitational Lensing
1920-1924: Sir Arthur Eddington and Orest Chwolson publish papers discussing
the existence of gravitational lenses

Gravity, according to general relativity, is a fictitious force that is the result of masses curving spacetime. There are many very interesting consequences
of this theory, and gravitational lensing is one of the
fascinating phenomena that results from these gravity
“wells”.
The most extreme case of a gravity well is a black
hole. A black hole has gravity so intense that light
literally falls in never to escape. A common misconception is that a black hole will suck everything into it
and will continue to expand. The truth is that only
things that stray too close will fall in, and that if it is a
bit farther out, it will simply bend the path of the light
or object in a manner similar to a regular mass.

would see the galaxy in more than one location around
the massive object. If the Earth, the massive object,
and the galaxy are lined up perfectly, the galaxy will
spread around the massive object in a halo, known as
an Einstein ring. This halo would be the light from
the galaxy that would have gone out in a cone and
completely missed us, except that the gravity well of
the object focuses that cone of light back into range of
the earth.
Focusing is what gravitational lensing is all about.
Other possible phenomena that we could see from
gravitational lensing are Einstein crosses, double images, and partial Einstein rings.
http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2000/07/

The Effect
Since light bends around objects with very high
masses, what would happen if a massive object got

http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/pr2005032g/

AN EINSTEIN RING The blue galaxy in the background
is being lensed by the yellow galaxy. When everything
is aligned, we see a halo.

directly between the earth and a galaxy? According to
Einstein’s theory, some of the light from the galaxy
would be bent around the object and we at earth

GRAVITATIONAL LENSING The path the light actually travels is white and the apparent direction is
orange.
If we imagine a typical galaxy shining towards the
earth, the light from that galaxy takes a straight path
from the galaxy to us. When we throw in a massive
object between the galaxy and the earth, the light that
would normally hit the earth now hits the object. As
we can see from the figure above, the light that we see
at earth is the light that is far enough from the object
not to be pulled in, but close enough to be affected by
the gravity of the object. The amount of light that
makes it to the Earth past the object can be greater
than the amount of light that gets directly to the Earth

The History of Gravitational Lensing
1936: Einstein calculates the properties of a gravitational lens but does not believe
it is possible to observe them
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without the object in the way. When this increase of
light happens, we get more resolution of the image of
the galaxy! And that is how you make a telescope that
is millions of light years long.
Can We See Them?
Most gravitational telescopes don’t have an Einstein
ring. Instead, there are multiple images of the galaxy.
Only when everything is exactly lined up do we see an
Einstein ring. Even then, the best image that we can
usually get is the star spread out in a halo around the
galaxy. Scientists and astronomers are best able to
study this phenomenon by taking pictures of the night
sky with powerful telescopes and then going back to
analyze them with computers.
These gravitational telescopes are difficult to see
with normal telescopes because they are so faint,

which is why the first one was discovered as recently
as 1979.
Even though gravitational telescopes are difficult
for amateur astronomers to observe, much can be
learned from them. Through gravitational lensing, we
are able to gain some fascinating information about
the background galaxy, and even more about the foreground object.
The Background Object
Gravitational telescopes give us more light from the
background star than we would get normally, so there
is more information to study. In the case of the Twin
Quasars, we had approximately twice as much information on the quasar because we had a double image.
Although it is hard to quantify the actual amount of

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap100207.html

AN EINSTEIN CROSS This galaxy is being lensed so that it appears as four different images. The central light is that

of the galaxy that is acting as a lens.
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1979: The Twin Quasars are discovered: the first gravitational telescope

TOP: Without anything in the way, only a small portion of light from the core of a galaxy, known as a quasar, reaches the Earth.
BOTTOM: With an intervening mass of some kind, more of the light that would otherwise be emitted into an expanding cone gets
focused down to Earth.

increased resolution, we can get a qualitative picture
of the increase by imagining the cone of light that
would encompass a cluster of galaxies compared to
the cone of light that would hit the Earth without any
lensing. Even though the center of the cone will be
blocked by the massive object acting as a lens, the
amount of light that will hit the Earth will be significantly greater than the light that would hit the Earth
without the lens. We at Earth could see an halo of
light instead of a dot.
Einstein rings, Einstein crosses, and other configurations can tell scientists more information about the
makeup and speed of these galaxies simply because
they are brighter than they would normally appear.
In 2004, researchers discovered the most distant
galaxy to that time by studying pictures taken by Hubble of a gravitational telescope. Scientists are able to
tell how far away a galaxy is by calculating its speed.
They can do this by calculating the shift in wavelength
of common elements like hydrogen. This shift is
called the Doppler shift.
The Foreground Object
The extra information about the background object
is interesting, but the amazing part of gravitational
telescopes is that the object between the earth and the
galaxy that is acting as a lens doesn’t have to be a
galaxy; it doesn’t even have to be a star. It can in fact
be something that doesn’t emit any kind of light. Pre-

viously there was almost no way to observe objects
that don’t emit light that are millions of light years
away. Gravitational lensing gives us a window into
these surprisingly massive objects. By taking continuous pictures of the stars, we can notice the effect of
gravitational lensing.
Gravitational lensing has different categories; Einstein rings and multiple images of stars are cases of
strong gravitational lensing. MACHOs, MAssive
Compact Halo Objects, are objects that create microlensing effects. Microlensing occurs when a MACHO gets between us and a distant star, but instead of
creating a ring or multiple images of the star, the MACHO makes the star appear brighter.
This effect is often transient because MACHOs can
be anything that doesn’t emit radiation—like black
holes or dead stars. This effect is unpredictable because there is no way to track MACHOs except when
they are in front of stars. Because it is so difficult to
know when or where a microlensing effect is going to
occur, the best way to study this is by studying images. Scientists take millions of photos of the night
sky and then a supercomputer sorts through all the
data searching for microlensing effects.
Dark Matter
Scientists have taken many different approaches to
show that the majority of our universe is made up of
dark matter, and gravitational lensing is one them. In

The History of Gravitational Lensing
1990-1999: The CLASS survey discovers 22 new lens systems
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some cases, scientists are able to measure the mass of
an entire galaxy because of the lensing that it produces.
Researchers are able to approximate the number of
stars in a galaxy based on the amount of light we see
and the size and distance of the galaxy. Using some
simple approximations like assuming the average
mass of a star is similar to the Sun, researchers are
able to estimate the mass of the stars in a galaxy. This
mass is called the luminous mass. In comparisons
between the luminous mass and the mass determined
from lensing effects, researchers have found that the
luminous mass is not nearly enough to make up the
measured mass.
This discrepancy is what leads scientists to the theory of dark matter. The field of dark matter research
is continually shifting and changing, but the constant
theme is that there is a lot more to the universe than
what we can see. Currently, scientists believe that
between 80% and 90% of all the matter in the universe is dark matter.
For a time, many people thought MACHOs were
able to explain dark matter. Dead stars, black holes
and other objects that don’t emit radiation were
thought to make up most of the universe, but research
showed that we don’t see enough microlensing effects

for the theorized 80-90% of the mass of the universe
to be made up by MACHOs. Again, it is up to the
theoreticians to come up with something that matches
the experimental data.
The Future
The Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey, or CLASS, is a
group that is searching for gravitational lensing effects. They are compiling a database of these lenses
and they are recording different microlensing effects
for further study. After a rigorous process of determining whether an effect is actually gravitational lensing or if it is just equipment glitches or other possible
sources of error, CLASS has released data showing
that they have discovered 22 new lens systems in the
Northern Hemisphere! The picture at the beginning of
this article is an example of one such lens system.
Gravitational telescopes are fascinating phenomena
that have already been instrumental in providing theoreticians with observational data for the next generation of theories about our universe. The images that
these telescopes produce are amazing to see, and understanding the theory behind them makes the images
even more remarkable. As we build bigger and better
telescopes we will find more of the universe’s natural
telescopes and perhaps they will eventually lead us to
a new understanding of our incredible universe.

For more information on gravitational lenses:
http://www.einstein-online.info/spotlights/grav_lensing_history/?set_language=en
http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2001/11/05/94876.htm?site=science/greatmomentsinscience
http://www.planetary.org/explore/topics/extrasolar_planets/extrasolar/microlensing.html
For more information on the GPS system:
http://www.kowoma.de/en/gps/errors.htm
For more information on observing gravitational lenses:
http://observing.skyhound.com/archives/mar/Q0957+0561A.html
For more information on MAssive Compact Halo Objects and the Cosmic All-Sky Survey:
http://www.jb.man.ac.uk/research/gravlens/class/
For more pictures of our amazing universe:
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/
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2010-?: The future of gravitational lensing is guaranteed to be bright!

